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Fishing
Here at West Shell we produce a range of high quality fishing products 
from rods, reels, nets and gaffs to lures and hooks. We strive to bring our 
customers the highest quality products at great prices. As a manufacturer we 
guarantee 100% satisfaction in both our products and our service.

Spin rods              Nets
Reels                    Lures 

Torch
ORCATORCH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED is an integrated company specialized in R&D, 
manufacture, sales and marketing of high performance LED flashlights. We have our own R&D 
center, CNC machines, production assembly lines, as well as testing labs. With more than 100 
employees, our annual production capacity for LED flashlights can reach 500-600K pcs.

Water proof socks Knife
The ANTU Waterproof socks from West Shell Sport are a must have for all 
serious outdoor people. The socks are not only 100% waterproof, but it is 
also windproof, durable and comfortable!  They feature an inbuilt breathable 
waterproof membrane and a constantly dry soft  inner layer for optimal 
comfort. 

The Westshell knife is the definition of versatility and quality. 
Made of 100% Swedish Sandvik steel this knife is guarenteed 
to keep a razor sharp edge for longer than most other knives 
on the market. The Westshell knife is a must have on your next 
adventure.

100% WATERPROOF SOCKS



FISHING RODS
We produce a large range of fishing rods for all purposes from catching 
trout and salmon in fresh water to fishing for large pelagic species such as 
tuna and marlin. All of our rods are constructed from carbon fibre blanks as 
well as high quality reel seats, rings and grips. The lightweight construction 
and impressive strength of our rods makes them enjoyable to use and 
means they can be trusted in reeling in your prized catch..

The Trochilus or hummingbird is a brightly coloured, exquisite bird native to Jamaica. The 
hummingbird is extremely light, as is the rod weighing just 120g. The rod is very thin with 
a fast action making it great for casting light lures long distances. The rod is especially 
designed for targeting trout in fresh water and is 6’6” in length formed by spiral wrapped 
carbon for extra strength and flexibility. It features cork grips and an alloy reel seat and is 
designed to cast lures between 4 and 21g with line from 8-17lb.Product Code    6’66 spin - FS0013



The Alcedo Atthis is named after the kingfisher, a colorful bird which catches its prey by div-
ing into the water on top of fish. The yellow highlights on the rod represent the yellow feathers 
around the eyes of the bird. The rod is also very light at just 125g and allows for the slightest 
of touches to be felt by the user. The rod is designed to cast lures between 4 and 21g with line 
from 8-17lb and is available in a 7’ spin for salt water fishing with cork grips and an alloy reel 
seat or a 6’m spin version with high density eva grips for fishing in fresh water.

The gannet is a large white seabird with a yellow head and black tipped wings. It lives around rocky coastlines and 
fishes by diving into schools of fish at speeds of up to 100kph. Like the bird this rod has a fast action and is great for 
soft baiting. The rod is 7’ in length and available in both cast and spin models. It features a spiral wrapped carbon 
shaft, high-density eva grips and an alloy reel seat and can be used with lures from 5-28g and line from 10-20lb.

Product Code 
6’66 spin - FS0015        7’ spin - FS0016

Product Code 
7’ spin - FS0009        7’ cast - FS0010 



The name comes from the bird which is a large brown and grey seabird sometimes known as a sea eagle. The Os-
prey can have a wingspan of over 180cm and preys on large fish. Just like the bird, this rod is capable of catching 
large fish and can also be cast over and over with little effort due to its spiral wrapped 30t carbon construction. This 
construction also means that the rod is very responsive yet extremely strong and flexible. Available in 8’, 8’6” or 9’ 
with each of these lengths weighing just under 250g. The rod is great for longer casts and suits lures from 10-46 
grams and lines from 12-30lb . It features an alloy real seat with high-density eva grips.

The Royal Albatross is an extremely large seabird bird with a wingspan of 3m. Like the Albatross 
this rod can withstand sea conditions for lengthy periods of time. This rod is capable of securing 
large fish and aims to not fatigue the user whilst casting. The Royal Albatross rod is very responsive, 
strong and light. Suitable for snapper, Kahawai and other aggressive, similar sized fish. 
The Royal Albatross is constructed using 30T carbon, premium cork grips, nylon reel seat, carbon 
wrapped shaft and double wrapped guides.
Line Rating: 12-30 pound
Lure Weight: 10- 46 gram

Code - FS0011
Product - ROYAL ALBATROSS 7 spin
Line / Lure  wt - 12-30lb

Product Code 
8‘ spin - FS0018        8’6 spin - FS0019       9’ spin - FS0020



Mako sharks are nimble, strong and aggressive, much like this fishing rod. The rod is short 
and skinny but is suitable for boat fishing and soft baiting. The design of the rod makes it ex-
tremely sensitive, like the Mako shark, and equally as aggressive. It is suitable for both fresh 
and salt water. A small rod, capable of securing big fish. The Mako rod is 2 piece with high 
density eva grips, alloy reel seat and double wrapped guides. 
Line rating: 12-18 pounds
Lure Weight: 7- 28 grams 

Stingrays are strong and powerful, as is this rod. The rod is likened to the tail of the Stingray, 
sharp and defensive. Good for both fresh and salt water. Light strong and responsive with a 
fast action. The Stingray is a 2-piece rod with high density eva grips, nylon reel seat and double 
wrapped guides. 
Line rating: 8-17 pounds
Lure Weight: 4-21 grams

Product Code 
6‘6 spin - FS0006        7’ cast - FS0007 

Product Code     6’ spin - FS0008



“Quick and lively”. This rod's name, like the Largo, comes from a musical term, but this rod is much 
more different in style to the Largo. It has a very crisp fast action that has a great in hand feel and 
will generate the high line speeds necessary for long distances or windy conditions. As a powerful 
rod, you would expect a stiff aggressive taper, but the Allegro still manages to retain the sensitivity 
and casting feel while having tons of power to shoot the line out in tight loops. It can cast a size 18 
dryfly without overkill yet chuck a streamer with ease on the same setup. Fast action rods like these 
take well to heavy lines, giving you the choice of using lighter lines or heavier Skagit heads or spe-
cialized streamer lines needed to cast big streamers or nymph rigs. The Allegro also handles double 
hauling exceptionally, adding line speed and casting tighter more accurate loops. The Allegro is a 
dependable rod, which will perform in any situation you might encounter on the water.
                                                                                                                                          --Jim Kim
You are gonna cast far! 
This rod is a power house! Its super fast action alowes you to perform super easy, far casts with 
only a couple of back casts. I recommend using 1 line weight up from the rod recomendations. For 
example, a 7wt line on a 6wt rod. It loads the rod nicer. Now don’t be fooled about presentation with 
this rod, it is a very nice rod to use for all situations. It casts long leaders and small dries nice as 
anything! Not to mention the really tight loops it rolls out. But what I love doing is throwing a stream-
er line and big weighted flies with this rod. Now, you may be fooled youre holding a 6ft 2wt when its 
actually a 9ft 6wt. these rods are the lightest rods I’ve ever touched. And with a super thin blank, I 
can see why! Even though the blank is thin it is extremely strong! Ive caught some huge fish on it 
including a 13lb salmon whilst trout fishing. The maroon red colour and the full wells grip provides a 
great looking, modern rod for any level of flycaster.                               -Lucas O’Sullivan

  

Code -Fly 01
Product - Allegro 9’
4#  5#  6#  7#  8#



This rod is named after the musical term for at a slow tempo but with power. And this is directly 
applied to the rod. It has a smooth medium action, and loads very well with light lines yet can 
handle heavier shooting heads or switch and Spey style lines with ease. As a medium action 
rod, it roll casts very smoothly. It throws tight, accurate loops and gathers an impressive line 
speed for its medium action. On trout rods, mending can be an issue as modern super fast 
action carbon fiber rods don’t have the ‘give’ to properly mend a line without sinking a dryfly 
or pulling your rig around the water, but the Largo can handle this situation easily. You can 
mend your fly line without moving you fly an inch! This results in longer drag free drifts and in 
turn, more fish. But, this rod isn’t only limited to trout. The Largo goes up to a heavy 12 weight, 
and this includes 10-13foot Spey and switch rods. These can handle big saltwater fish and big 
flies with little effort. The Largo is an extremely well-balanced setup, and Westshell will have a 
Largo, suitable to any angler out there.
                                                                                                                              Jin Kim

Code - 1-486-4
Name - 9ft 4wt

Code - 1-890-4
Name - 9ft 8wt

Code - 1-490-4
Name - 9ft 5wt

Code - 1-1090-4
Name - 9ft 10wt

Code - 1-590-4
Name - 9ft 6wt

Code - 1-1290-4
Name - 9ft 12wt

Code - 1-696-4
Name - 9‘6ft 6wt

Code - 1-78119-4
Name - 11‘9ft 7/8wt

Code - 1-790-4
Name - 9ft 7wt

Code - 1-910119-4
Name - 11‘9ft 9/10

Code - 1-796-4
Name - 9’6ft 7wt

Code - 1-78126-4
Name - 12’6ft 7/8

Code - 1-710-4
Name - 10ft 7wt

Code - 1-89136-4
Name - 13.6 8/9wt

Code - 1-5690-7
Name - 9ft pces 5/6wt



Black Series are our top of the range fishing rods. All of our Black Series rods are 
constructed from the highest quality materials and designed by world renowned fishing 
engineer Tang. All Blanks are pure carbon fibre matched with high density eva grips as 
well as hardware from American Tackle and Fuji.



The West Shell Raptor fishing rod is our top of the line slow jigging rod, 
designed with top quality performance and user enjoyment in mind. The 
6’3” rod features a full 40T carbon construction along with a world class 
fuji reel seat and fuji’s ‘sic ring’ tangle free guides. The 1 piece rod also 
has a very fast action well suited to slow jigging. The Raptor is available 
in two strengths, one suitable for use with 80-120g jigs and the other 
suited to jigs between 100 and 150g.

Code - FBS0023
Product - RAPTOR
Line / Lure wt - 80G-120G

Code - FBS0024
Product - RAPTOR
Line / Lure wt - 100G-150G

RAPTOR



An evolution of one of our most popular rods, the MAKO Black Series 
is based on the same concepts which made our original so popular. Its 
30T solid carbon 2 piece construction means its action is faster than 
the original rod yet its extreme flexibility and strength remain enabling 
experienced anglers to tackle large fish with such light gear. The Black 
Series rod is only available in a cast grip which features fuji guides and 
a fuji reel seat system.

Code - FBS052       
Product - MAKO 7’ Black
Descriptions - eva grip,fuji 
guides ,fuji reel seat



The Alcedo Atthis Black Series Take Down rod is a unique 4 piece 40T carbon 
rod. The rod is light yet strong and because it is a 4 piece it can be easily trans-
ported when disassembled. The Alcedo is available in 2 Black Series models. 
The 6’6” model which features K-style stainless steel guides and eva grips and 
the 7’ Pro model which includes a fuji reel seat and American Tackle guides 
both of which are recognised world wide as leaders in quality.

Code - FBS402
Product - Alcedo 7’ spin
Description - fuji reel seat

Code - FBS401 
Product - Alcedo 6’66 
Description - eva grip 



This rod is a brand new edition to the West Shell range and is designed as 
an eging rod traditionally for squid fishing. Despite this the Falcon is used as 
a multi purpose rod capable of casting very light soft baits and lures due to 
its fast action and 8’ length. These features also make the rod very sensi-
tive and versatile. The rod features high quality American Tackle reel seats 
and line guides to match the quality of the 2 piece 46T carbon construction 
which is the strongest carbon available in todays market.

Code - FBS0124
Product - Falcon 802

Code - FBS0123
Product - Falcon 702 spin



The Trident rod from the West Shell Black Series is our first heavy duty 
jigging rod. It is a one piece solid carbon rod which provides unparalleled 
strength required for hauling large game fish up from great depths. The rod 
features line guides and a reel seat by fuji for durability and strength as well 
as an alloy fighting butt and long eva grips which help provide the leverage 
needed for effective jigging

Code - FBS0014
Product - Trident jig 300
Description - eva grip,fuji. 



The Hippocampus is named after the god in Greek mythology, he was a 
big powerful seahorse who dominated the oceans. This rods is capable of 
tackling the oceans largest game fish. The rod features a long high density 
eva grip, fuji line guides and a fuji reel seat.

Code - FBS025
Product - Hippoping 7’



The Black Series Larus Bulleri is a 40T carbon 2 piece rod which has a solid 
carbon tip to enable very light lures and jig heads to be cast and the lightest 
of touches to be felt by the fisherman. The rod is 6’6” in length and has high 
quality fuji guides and a fuji reel seat.

Code - FBS002
Product - Larus 6’66 spin



LURE
We stock a large range of both plastic and metal lures ranging in size from 
lures designed to catch trout in fresh water to large plastic lures ideal for 
kingfish. Give yourself the best possible chance of hooking up and check 
out our range of lures.

This lure from the West Shell plastic range is a large sized lure at 
115mm in length and weighting 35g featuring a large sized plastic 
diving lip means it can be retrieved below the surface at any speed. 
This lure is designed to be used in salt water and the ball bearings 
inside the lure emit vibrations to simulate a living fish which further 
increase the lures chance of success. The lure has 2 treble hooks 
and is available in 5 colour options all of which include life like re-
flective eyes.

LURE 8612-90

T503

T505T054

P002P001



Code - 8624-130
Length - 130mm
Action - Slow Sinking
Weight - 19 grams

Code - 8638-55
Length - 55mm
Action - Slow Sinking
Weight - 4 grams

Code - 8638-55
Length - 55mm
Action - Slow Sinking
Weight - 4 grams

Code - 8638-55
Length - 55mm
Action - Slow Sinking
Weight - 4 grams

Code - 8624-130
Length - 130mm
Action - Slow Sinking
Weight - 19 grams

Code - 8624-130
Length - 130mm
Action - Slow Sinking
Weight - 19 grams

LURE 130mm in length and weighting 19g it is suited to fishing in both fresh and salt water. Its slow sinking 
action and small diving lip mean it can be retrieved below the surface at any speed. Ball Bearings inside 
the lure emit vibrations to simulate a living fish which further increase the lures chance of success. The 
lure has 3 treble hooks and is available in 5 colour options all of which include life like reflective eyes.

8624 LURE This very popular fresh water lure has a slim, 55mm long design and weighs 4 grams. can be retrieved below 
the surface at any speed. Ball Bearings inside the lure emit vibrations to simulate a living fish which further 
increase the lures chance of success. The lure has 2 treble hooks and is available in 5 colour options all of 
which include life like reflective eyes.

8638-55



LURE This West Shell plastic lure has a floating action however a relatively large diving lip enables it to dive well 
beneath the surface whilst being retrieved. Weighing only 4 grams and being 40mm in length the lure is best 
suited to chasing fresh water species and has one ball bearing enclosed which created life like vibrations to 
catch the attention of nearby fish. The lure has two treble hooks and is available in 5 colour options.

8637-40 LURE This West Shell plastic lure has a floating action however a relatively large diving lip enables it to dive well 
beneath the surface whilst being retrieved. Weighing only 4 grams and being 40mm in length the lure is best 
suited to chasing fresh water species and has one ball bearing enclosed which created life like vibrations to 
catch the attention of nearby fish. The lure has two treble hooks and is available in 5 colour options.

8642-55

Code - 8637-40
Length - 40mm
Action - Floating
Weight - 4 grams

Code - 8642-55
Length - 130mm
Action - Floating
Weight - 10 grams

Code - 8642-55
Length - 130mm
Action - Floating
Weight - 10 grams

Code - 8642-55
Length - 130mm
Action - Floating
Weight - 10 grams

Code - 8637-40
Length - 40mm
Action - Floating
Weight - 4 grams

Code - 8637-40
Length - 40mm
Action - Floating
Weight - 4 grams



LURE This lure from the West Shell plastic range is a medium sized lure at 85mm in length and weighting 8g with 
a slow sinking action designed to be used just beneath the water surface. Can be used in both fresh and salt 
water featuring 3 ball bearings inside the lure that emit vibrations to simulate a living fish which further increas-
es the chance of a strike. The lure has 2 treble hooks and is available in 5 colour options all of which include 
life like reflective eyes.  

8634-85 LURE a small surface lure featuring a large cupped lip helping it to splash along the waters surface, enticing fish to 
attack from below. The lure is only 45mm long and weighs 4 grams which make it ideal for either fresh water 
use or use in salt water when fish are feeding at the surface. The lure has two treble hooks and is available 
in three colours.

8635-45

Code - 8634-85
Length - 85mm
Action - Floating
Weight - 8 grams

Code - 8635-45
Length - 45mm
Action - Floating
Weight - 4 grams

Code - 8635-45
Length - 45mm
Action - Floating
Weight - 4 grams

Code - 8635-45
Length - 45mm
Action - Floating
Weight - 4 grams

Code - 8634-85
Length - 85mm
Action - Floating
Weight - 8 grams

Code - 8634-85
Length - 85mm
Action - Floating
Weight - 8 grams



LURE A medium sized lure at 85mm in length and weighting 10g it is suited to fishing in both fresh and salt water. 
This lure is one of our most realistic and is available in 6 detailed, natural looking colour options all of which 
include life like reflective eyes.

8672-85

LURE
A large sized lure at 180mm in length and weight-
ing 68g featuring a medium sized plastic diving 
lip means it can be retrieved below the surface at 
any speed. This lure is designed to be used in salt 
water and the ball bearings inside the lure emit vi-
brations to simulate a living fish which further in-
crease the lures chance of success. The lure has 
2 VMCtreble hooks and is available in 2 colour 
options all of which include life like reflective eyes. 

8639-180

Code - 8672-85
Length - 85mm
Action - Floating
Weight - 10 grams

Code - 8672-85
Length - 85mm
Action - Floating
Weight - 10 grams

Code - 8672-85
Length - 85mm
Action - Floating
Weight - 10 grams

Code - 8639-180
Length - 180mm
Action - Floating
Weight - 68 grams

Code - 8639-180
Length - 180mm
Action - Floating
Weight - 68 grams

Code - 8672-85
Length - 85mm
Action - Floating
Weight - 10 grams

Code - 8672-85
Length - 85mm
Action - Floating
Weight - 10 grams

Code - 8672-85
Length - 85mm
Action - Floating
Weight - 10 grams

color S637 color S632



LURE a medium sized lure at 110mm in length and weighting 17g it is suited to fishing in both fresh and salt water. Its slow 
sinking action .Ball Bearings inside the lure emit vibrations to simulate a living fish which further increase the lures 
chance of success. The lure has 2 VMC treble hooks and is available in 5 colour options all of which include life like 
reflective eyes.

8631 LURE a Medium sized lure at 115mm in length and weighting 33g featuring a large sized plastic diving lip,Big diver. he lure 
has 2 treble hooks and is available in 5 colour options all of which include life like reflective eyes.

8612

Code - 8612-115
Length - 115mm
Action - Floating
Weight - 33 grams

Code - 8612-115
Length - 115mm
Action - Floating
Weight - 33 grams

Code - 8612-115
Length - 115mm
Action - Floating
Weight - 33 grams

Code - 8631-110
Length - 110mm
Action - Slow Sinking
Weight - 68 grams

Code - 8631-110
Length - 110mm
Action - Slow Sinking
Weight - 68 grams

Code - 8631-110
Length - 110mm
Action - Slow Sinking
Weight - 68 grams



LURE This lure is designed for trolling and casting, and very affective for wild Salmon in South Island ,h NZ. Ball Bearings 
inside the lure emit vibrations to simulate a living fish which further increase the lures chance of success. The lure 
has 2 treble hooks and is available in 5 colour options all of which include life like reflective eyes.

8610 LURE This lure from the West Shell plastic range is a large sized lure at 200mm in length and weighting 76gs. This lure is 
great for trolling or poping . The lure has 2 VMC  treble hooks and is available in 3 colour options all of which include 
life like reflective eyes.

8625

Code - 8625-200
Length - 200mm
Action - Floating
Weight - 76 grams

Code - 8625-200
Length - 200mm
Action - Floating
Weight - 76 grams

Code - 8625-200
Length - 200mm
Action - Floating
Weight - 76 grams

Code - 8631-90
Length - 90mm
Action - Floating
Weight - 18 grams

Code - 8631-90
Length - 90mm
Action - Floating
Weight - 18 grams

Code - 8631-90
Length - 90mm
Action - Floating
Weight - 18 grams



LURE A medium sized lure at 85mm in length and weighting 10g it is suited to fishing in both fresh and salt water. 
This lure is one of our most realistic and is available in 6 detailed, natural looking colour options all of which 
include life like reflective eyes.

8672-85

Code:sp001
Weight -
10 grams

Code:sp002
Weight -
10 grams

Code:sp003
Weight -
7grams,10 grams,12 grams,14 grams.

Code:sp004
Weight -
7grams

Code:sp005
Weight -
12 grams

Code:sp006
Weight -
8grams,15 grams

Code:sp007
Weight -
8grams

Code:sp008
Weight -
15grams

Code:sp009
Length -6cm ,8cm

Code:sp010
Length -6cm ,8cm

Code:sp011
Length -8cm

Code:sp012
Length -6cm ,8cm



REELS

Cortez CZS
The Ecooda Cortez spinning reels come packed with more features than many reels that sell for more than twice its 
price.These are beautiful reels to use, with smooth drags that are easy to adjust and wonderful line lay that reduces 
the risk of airknots and tangles.
Capable of handling a variety of fresh and saltwater species the Ecooda Cortez range of reels offer value that no other 
reels can match. Check them out today and your nearest stockists.

•  Slimline saltwater proof graphite body and side plate
•  S-Slider for perfect line lay
•  CNC anodised aluminium spool
•  Aluminium tube bail wire / stainless wire on (10 size)
•  Machined aluminium handle
•  Ergonomic rubber knob
•  Micro adjustment drag for perfect tension
•  Computer balanced graphite rotor
•  7+1 Stainless steel ball bearings & roller bearing

Model 

CZS - 10

CZS - 20

CZS - 30

CZS - 40

Gear 

5.1 : 1

5.1 : 1

5.1 : 1

5.1 : 1

Ball Bearings 

7 + 1

7 + 1

7 + 1

7 + 1

Weight (g)    

201

272

313

326

Drag (kg)  

2

3

4

6

Spool Capacity  

PE 1/150  (0.20mm/130m)

PE 2/140  (0.20mm/200m)

PE 3/110  (0.286mm/100m)

PE 3/150  (0.286mm/250m)



Chronic CS
The Ecooda Chronic series of spinning reels are truly at the cutting edge of fishing reel innovation.
They are packed full of features like our friction free drive train (FDT), low noise gearing (LNG), SSS spool for increased 
drag power and carbon fibre drag washers for a level of smoothness that has to be experienced to be believed.
These reels are beautifully balanced and wonderfully smooth thanks to the high quality and expert placement of 8 pre-
cision stainless steel ball bearings. The Chronic range lack nothing in terms of power and can pull up to 10kg of drag, 
more than enough to stop any trophy fish.

•  High strength aluminium body and side plate
•  Super strength aluminium rotor
•  One way clutch system
•  SSS spool patent for increased drag power
•  Carbon fibre washers
•  FDT – Friction free drive train
•  LNG – Low noise gearing
•  Patented spool design for anti-tangle casting
•  Precisely machined stainless steel gear shaft
•  S-Shape slider for perfect line lay
•  8+1 Precision stainless steel ball bearings & roller bearing
•  DDH-Direct drive handle, screws onto main gear for increased power

Model 

CS - 1500

CS - 2000

CS - 2500

CS - 3000

Gear 

5.1 : 1

5.1 : 1

5.1 : 1

5.1 : 1

Weight (g)    

273

267

302

294

Drag (kg)  

6

6

10

10

Spool Capacity  

PE 1/150  (0.20mm/130m)

PE 2/140  (0.20mm/200m)

PE 3/110  (0.33mm/100m)

PE 3/150  (0.33mm/130m)

Ball Bearings 

8 + 1

8 + 1

8 + 1

8 + 1

Blackhawk
Offering the perfect balance from power, strength and weight. Constructed with an full aluminium body and side plate, 
with a carbon fibre rotor to make it the perfect spinning reel. Available in 2000/3000/4000 size, there is a size to suit 
any estuary to inshore reefs.
For the perfect balanced rod, check out the range of Black hawk rods

Model 

BH - 2000

BH - 3000

BH - 4000

Gear 

5.1 : 1

5.1 : 1

5.1 : 1

Weight (g)    

267

302

294

Drag (kg)  

3

4

6

Spool Capacity  

PE 2/140  (0.20mm/200m)

PE 3/130  (0.33mm/130m)

PE 3/220  (0.33mm/220m)

Ball Bearings 

5 + 1

5 + 1

5 + 1



Hornet HS
If you’re not hunting trophy fish that verge on unstoppable, look away now, because the Ecooda Hornet HS series are only for truly 
serious anglers.
These reels are built tough – they can pull up to 30kg of drag straight out of the box - but that doesn’t mean they lack refinement. In fact, 
these reels are packed with innovations way beyond those of average spinning reels.
Because the Hornet series are designed to handle truly big, hard fighting fish, they had to be made from the very best materials. That’s 
why the body and side plate are made from high strength aluminium. It’s why the computer balanced rotor is fitted with heavy duty alu-
minium bail wire that’s built to handle whatever you can throw at it.
The Hornet series are also built to last, featuring an ‘o’ ring sealed water proof body and rotor to protect against saltwater, quality stain-
less steel ball bearings and roller bearing and a convenient oil port to make lubrication a breeze.
So if you’re serious about tackling big fish, with a reel that will outlast you, check out the Ecooda Hornet reel series. There’s nothing else 
quite like them.

•  High strength aluminium body and side plate                          •  Computer balanced aluminium rotor
•  Double backup anti-reverse                                                     •  Ball shaped anodised spool for perfect line lay
•  Carbon fibre drag washers                                                       •  Heavy duty aluminium bail wire
•  Screw on machined aluminium power handle                          •  ‘O’ Ring sealed waterproof body and rotor for saltwater protection
•  Machined stainless steel drive gear                                         •  Machined stainless steel pinion gear
•  Machined stainless steel main gear                                         •  7+1 Precision stainless steel ball bearings & roller bearing
•  Lubricant oil port

Model 

HS - 6000

HS - 8000

HS - 10000

HS - 12000

HS - 15000

HS - 20000

Gear 

4.9 : 1

4.9 : 1

4.9 : 1

4.9 : 1

4.9 : 1

4.9 : 1

Weight (g)    

560

570

780

790

890

910

Drag (kg)  

20

20

25

25

30

30

Spool Capacity  

PE 3/190  (0.30mm/240m)

PE 3/230  (0.30mm/280m)

PE 4/300  (0.35mm/300m)

PE 4/390  (0.35mm/360m)

PE 6/310  (0.40mm/370m)

PE 6/390  (0.40mm/430m)

Ball Bearings 

7 + 1

7 + 1

7 + 1

7 + 1

7 + 1

7 + 1



Ofuna OFB1000
1.Rigid,one-piece graphite frame
2.Precisely machined brass gear
3.Aluminum spool
4.One way clutch system
5.Soft-touch rubber handle knob
6.Quick disassemble side plate cover
7.With small-grained decorating cover,feeling like metal
8.Precise electronic line counter
9.Easily change battery
10.Clicker system for the action adjusting
11.5+1  stainless steel ball bearing

Talos
Open top and narrow frame design
Ratcheting drag lever and drag cam for precise drag setting
8 corrosion resistant ball bearings
Machined aluminum frame, side plate and spool
Helical cut stainless gears for increased torque and improved gear meshing
Oversized carbon fiber drag for ultra-high drag pressures
Dual anti-reverse system
Eva handle knobs or aluminum T-handle knob

Model 

TS10N

TS10N - LH

TS12N

TS12N - LH

TS14N

TS14NN

Item Code 

FF - T600 - 10

FF - T601 - 10

FF - T602 - 10

FF - T603 - 10

FF - T604 - 10

FF - T605 - 10

Gear Ratio 

5.2 : 1

5.2 : 1

5.2 : 1

5.2 : 1

5.2 : 1

5.2 : 1

(monofilament)  

0.28(10lb) / 270M

0.28(10lb) / 270M

0.40(20lb) / 460M

0.40(20lb) / 460M

0.40(20lb) / 340M

0.40(20lb) / 340M

Ball Bearings  

8 + 1

8 + 1

8 + 1

8 + 1

8 + 1

8 + 1

strike / full  

6 / 8 kg

6 / 8 kg

8 / 11 kg

8 / 11 kg

10 / 13.5 kg

10 / 13.5 kg

(gram) 

445

445

580

580

660

660

Per Crank 

75 cm

75 cm

73 cm

73 cm

87 cm

87 cm

Line Retrieve Line Capacity  Max Drag Weight

Model 

OFU1000

OFU3000

Gear 

5.1:1

6.2:1

Weight (g)    

410

750

Drag (kg)  

8

10

Spool Capacity  

PE 3/200  

0.286/250M.33/180M,369/150M

PE No/m 4/380 5/300 6/250

0.33/420 0.37/320 0.40/260

Ball Bearings 

5+1

6+1



Poseidon 2 Speed
One piece machine cut frame
Lever drag with preset control system
Cold forged side plates
4 Stainless steel ball bearings
TPR ergonomic handle knob
Excellent free spool
Excellent saltwater resistance
Reliable wet carbon fiber drag washer for superior stopping power, 
smoothness and wear resistance.

Model 

S12 - II

S16 - II

S22 - II

S30 - II

S50 - II

S80 - II

Item Code 

FF - T206

FF - T207

FF - T208

FF - T209

FF - T210

FF - T211

(HI / Low) 

4.2 : 1 / 1.6 : 1

4.2 : 1 / 1.6 : 1

3.8 : 1 / 1.5 : 1

3.1 : 1 / 1.3 : 1

3.3 : 1 / 1.3 : 1

3.3 : 1 / 1.3 : 1

(monofilament)  

0.45(25lb) / 300M

0.45(25lb) / 360M

0.45(25lb) / 520M

0.60(45lb) / 640M

0.70(60lb) / 780M

0.90(90lb) / 680M

Bearings  

4

4

4

4

4

4

strike / full  

10.5 / 14 kg

10.5 / 14 kg

12 / 16 kg

15 / 20 kg

18.5 / 25 kg

22 / 30 kg

(gram) 

769

781

1189

1585

1881

2852

Per Crank 

76 / 29 cm

76 / 29 cm

82 / 32 cm

81 / 34 cm

101 / 40 cm

125 / 49 cm

Line Retrieve Ball Gear Ratio Line Capacity  Max Drag Weight



Model 

TP12N - II

TP12N - II - LH

TP12II

TP12II - LH

Item Code 

FF - T272

FF - T273

FF - T270

FF - T271

(HI / Low) 

6.2 : 1 / 3.3 : 1

6.2 : 1 / 3.3 : 1

6.2 : 1 / 3.3 : 1

6.2 : 1 / 3.3 : 1

(monofilament)  

0.33(15lb) / 480M

0.33(15lb) / 480M

0.40(20lb) / 460M

0.40(20lb) / 460M

Bearings  

6

6

6

6

strike / full  

18 / 25 kg

18 / 25 kg

18 / 25 kg

18 / 25 kg

(gram) 

680

680

690

690

Per Crank 

105 / 60 cm

105 / 60 cm

105 / 60 cm

105 / 60 cm

Line Retrieve Ball Gear Ratio Line Capacity  Max Drag Weight

Triple
Ratcheting lever drag control with adjustable pre-set & strike stop 
button to prevent accidental advancement of full drag.
Precision forged aluminum and stainless steel components.
Precision machined stainless steel helical cut gears.
2- Speed gear ratio
6 ball bearing
Reliable wet carbon fiber drag washer for superior stopping power, smoothness and wear resistance.
Powerful triple break system
50lb drag
Line out alarm clicker

Model 

Pd12N

Pd12N - LH

Pd12

Pd12 - LH

Pd14NN

Pd14NN - LH

Item Code 

FF - T231

FF - T232

FF - T233

FF - T234

FF - T243

FF - T244

(HI / Low) 

6.2 : 1 / 3.3 : 1

6.2 : 1 / 3.3 : 1

6.2 : 1 / 3.3 : 1

6.2 : 1 / 3.3 : 1

6.2 : 1 / 3.3 : 1

6.2 : 1 / 3.3 : 1

(monofilament)  

0.33(15lb) / 480M

0.33(15lb) / 480M

0.40(20lb) / 460M

0.40(20lb) / 460M

0.40(20lb) / 340M

0.40(20lb) / 340M

Bearings  

8 + 1

8 + 1

8 + 1

8 + 1

8 + 1

8 + 1

strike / full  

8 / 11 kg

8 / 11 kg

8 / 11 kg

8 / 11 kg

10 / 13.5 kg

10 / 13.5 kg

(gram) 

670

670

680

680

750

750

Per Crank 

105 / 60 cm

105 / 60 cm

105 / 60 cm

105 / 60 cm

125 / 66 cm

125 / 66 cm

Line Retrieve Ball Gear Ratio Line Capacity  Max Drag Weight

Predios
Ratcheting lever drag control with adjustable pre-set & strike stop button to 
prevent accidental advancement of full drag.
Precision forged aluminum and stainless steel components.
Precision machined stainless steel helical cut gears.
2- Speed gear ratio
8 stainless ball bearings
Reliable wet carbon fiber drag washer for superior stopping power, smooth-
ness and wear resistance.
30lb drag
Line out alarm clicker



Model 

T20N - II

T20 - II

T25 - II

Item Code 

FF - 251

FF - 252

FF - 253

(HI / Low) 

3.8 : 1 / 1.5 : 1

3.8 : 1 / 1.5 : 1

3.8 : 1 / 1.5 : 1

(monofilament)  

0.45(20lb) / 280M

0.55(30lb) / 300M

0.55(30lb) / 360M

Bearings  

4

4

4

strike / full  

9.5 / 13 kg

9.5 / 13 kg

9.5 / 13 kg

(gram) 

875

895

910

Per Crank 

73 / 29 cm

73 / 29 cm

73 / 29 cm

Line Retrieve Ball Gear Ratio Line Capacity  Max Drag Weight

GTRA
Open frame design
Lever drag control
Stainless steel gears
4 Stainless steel ball bearings
TPR ergonomic handle knob
Excellent saltwater resistance

GTR 2 Speed
One-piece lightweight graphite frame
One-piece aluminum spool
Machine cut stainless steel gears
Smooth carbon fiber drag washer
Reliable wet carbon fiber drag washer for superior 
stopping power, smoothness and wear resistance.
Lever drag control
With or without level wind system

Model 

T20II / T20LII

T25II / T25LII

T30II / T30LII

Item Code 

FF - T117 / T122

FF - T118 / T123

FF - T119 / T124

(HI / Low) 

3.8 : 1 / 1.5 : 1

3.8 : 1 / 1.5 : 1

3.8 : 1 / 1.5 : 1

(monofilament)  

0.60(45lb) / 300M

0.60(45lb) / 360M

0.60(45lb) / 550M

Bearings  

4

4

4

strike / full  

9.5 / 13 kg

9.5 / 13 kg

12 / 16 kg

(gram) 

816

829

1196

Per Crank 

73 / 29 cm

73 / 29 cm

99 / 37 cm

Line Retrieve Ball Gear Ratio Line Capacity  Max Drag Weight



NETS
At West Shell we offer a large range of fishing nets to cater for any use you 
may have. Our nets range from huge alloy game fishing nets all the way 
down to sleek rose wood trout nets and everything in between.

This net is extremely practical as it is able to be folded 
down to a very small easy to manage size. Despite this the 
net is large enough for most fish species. It features plastic 
hinges and a plastic handel aswell as rubber netting.

Nets BKT

Code - BKTO FOLD
Full Length - 115cm /FOLDED-69cm
Net Size: 46*45cm
Net Depth:25 cm
Stainless steel clip.



This net features a very short handle making it ideal for situations 
where the user is close to the water or there is limited space for stor-
age such as whilst fishing from a kayak. It is avaliable in two sizes to 
suit a variety of target fish species

This net features a very short handle making it ideal for situations 
where the user is close to the water or there is limited space for stor-
age such as whilst fishing from a kayak. It is avaliable in two sizes to 
suit a variety of target fish species

Nets Sco Nets YSTT 

Code - SCO
Full Length - 55cm M  / 66cm L
Net Size: 37*30cm M / 50*35cm L
Net Depth:40 cm 
.

Code - YSTT
Full Length - 55cm M  / 66cm L
Net Size: 37*30cm M / 50*35cm L
Net Depth:40 cm 
.



A relatively small and leightweight design along with rubber netting 
makes this net ideal for trout fishing. Its size means it can easily be 
transported and the rubber netting makes releasing unwanted fish 
quick and hassle free.

Nets YJT-M

A long handle enables to user to net fish they are unable to get close 
to. It is beat suited to smaller fish or longer slender fish due to the 
depth of the net. The net also features an adjustable handle making it 
suitible for a number of uses and improved ease of transport

Nets YJT-L

Code - YJTM 
Full Length - 76cm M  
Net Size: 40*31cm M
Net Depth:25 cm 
.

Code - YJTL
Full Length - 114m M  
Net Size: 50*39cm M
Net Depth:34 cm 
.



This net is our largest and enables fish upto 2m in length to 
be netted easily. Although the net is very large its retractable 
handle makes it easy to store and transport. It also features 
a 28 inch rular printed on the handle and an extremely heavy 
duty construction to allow heavy fish to be lifted from the 
water.

Nets FJE80

This net is one of our largest and its adjustable handle al-
lows it to be very long whilst in use yet compact for transport 
and storage. Its solid construction also allows for very large, 
heavy fish to be lifted from the water.

Nets FJE58

Code - FJE
Full Length - 196CM,2 PECS  
Net Size: 59*50cm M
Net Depth:45 cm 
.

Code - FJE80
Full Length - 230CM,2 PECS  
Net Size: 80*60cm 
Net Depth:70 cm 
.



This small wooden net features a clear rubber net and green 
marbled wooden handle. It is suitable for netting trout and 
other small fish species

Nets SLP

This small wooden net features a clear rubber net and dark 
brown wooden handle. It is suitable for netting trout and 
other small fish species

Nets FLP



This small wooden net features a rubber net and dark brown 
wooden handle. It is suitable for netting trout and other small 
fish species

Nets ROSE 
This small wooden net features a rubber net and dark brown 
wooden handle. It is suitable for netting trout and other small 
fish species

Nets STP



The Westshell knife is made from 100% Sandvik steel paired with a nonslip 
handle.A high quality blade insures the knife keeps an edge for longer 
compared many other competing knives.Choosing a blade shape for 
a multi purpose knife isn’t easy. However the Westshell knife has been 
carefully thought out to insure it performs to the highest standard in a wide 
range of tasks.The knife comes in a durable sheath to protect the blade 
when it is not being used.The Westshell knife is the definition of versatility 
and quality and is a must have on you’re next adventure.

KNIFE -WSKN001



WATER PROOF SOCKS

Size: S.M.L.Xl
Outter:98% Nylon,2%Elastic
Interlining: Waterprrof&beathble membrane
Inner:70% bamboo fiber,30%Nylon

CY001

The ANTU Waterproof socks from West Shell Sport are a must have for all serious outdoors 
people. The socks is not only 100% waterproof but it is also windproof, durable and 
comfortable!  An inbuilt breathable waterproof membrane and a constantly dry soft  inner layer 
for optimal comfort. 



CY002 CY003
Size: S.M.L.Xl
Outter:98% Nylon,2%Elastic
Interlining: Waterprrof&beathble membrane
Inner:70% Coolmax Fax Yarnr,30%Nylon

Size: S.M.L.Xl
Outter:98% Nylon,2%Elastic
Interlining: Waterprrof&beathble membrane
Inner:35% Merino Wool ,35% Anti-Pilling Acrylic,30% Nylon



CY012 CY013
Size: S.M.L.Xl
Outter:98% Nylon,2%Elastic
Interlining: Waterprrof&beathble membrane
Inner: 40% Merino Wool ,40% Anti-Pilling Acrylic,20% Nylon

Size: S.M.L.Xl
Outter:98% Nylon,2%Elastic
Interlining: Waterprrof&beathble membrane
Inner: 42% Merino Wool ,42% Anti-Pilling Acrylic,16% Nylon



TORCH
International importer and exporter .
our retail outlets and show rooms are base in Dunedin.
At Westshell sport 
We strive to share our love and PASSION
for the outdoors with our customers.
we are dedicated to manufacturing and importing
the highest quality outdoor sports gear to New Zealand
at the lowest possible price.

ORCATORCH D500+ is a portable magnetic controlled flashlight for professional diving use. It is equipped with a totally sealed 
magnetic controlled side switch that provides flexible operation underwater. Using the latest USA CREE XM-L2(U4) LED, max 1000
lumens output and over 18 hours runtime, this portable diving light offers three brightness levels and one strobe mode for diff-
erent diving enviroment use. Plus simple style appearance, robust water pressure resistant construction, we believe it will be your 
best lighting tool for diving. 

D500



ORCATORCH D510 is a portable flashlight with a mechanically rotary switch for technical diving use. The rotary switch offers
high reliability underwater.Using the latest USA CREE XM-L2(U2) LED, it can reach 900 lumens output. And using C batteries, its
runtime can be over 4 hours. Plus simple style appearance, robust water pressure resistant construction, we believe it will be a r
eliable lighting tool for diving.

D510
ORCATORCH D520 is a palm-sized diving light with a mechanically rotary switch. The rotary switch offers high reliability underwater. Using the USA 
CREE XM-L2(U3) neutral white LED, its max output can reach 1000 lumens, meanwhile the 5000K LED color temperature provides superb color ren-
dition. Powered by one 18650 battery, its max runtime can reach 2 hours. Plus robust water pressure resistant construction, high portability and easy 
operation, D520 would be qualified for both recreational diving as a primary light and deep diving as a backup light.

D520



ORCATORCH D550 is a small and light weight tail magnetic switch diving light. It is equipped with 
a totally sealed magnetic controlled tail switch which offers high waterproofness and easy operation 
underwater. Using the latest USA CREE XM-L2(U2) LED, max 720 lumens output and over 4 hours 
30 minutes runtime, this portable diving light offers high and low two modes and one strobe mode for 
different diving environment use. Plus robust water pressure resistant construction, high portability 
and easy operation.

ORCATORCH D560 is a mini diving flashlight with only 9 cm length. Its max output can reach 630 lumens by using a single 14500 battery, and the lon-
gest runtime is 1h25min by using one AA battery. The light can rotate 360°angle with Orcatorch MX05 mask mount. With robust water pressure resistant 
construction, reliable head mechanically rotary switch, and mini style appearance, D560 is the EDC (everyday carry) flashlight we specially designed for 
divers.

D550 D560



 ORCATORCH D830 is a magnetic controlled dive light powered by three AA batteries. The magnetic sliding switch provides 
simple operation with just a motion of the thumb. It adopts the latest USA CREE XM-L2(U4) LED with three brightness levels, 
max 800 lumens output and over 20 hours runtime. 

D830
ORCATORCH T30 is an intelligent USB rechargeable tactical flashlight. With a standard USB cable, the light can be charged conveniently by any daily 
device with a USB port such as mobile phone adapters, computeres, power banks, cars. With the tactical tail switch and front-side switch system and the 
stainless attack head, T30 is a good choice for tactical lighting.

T30



THANKS FOR READING
31 MORAY PLACE DUNEDIN, NEWZEALAND

Tel : (0064)03-4778882    E-mail: webinfo@westshell.co.nz 


